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ProFlow™, the proprietary secondary

backing system from ProGreen®, has 
revolutionized the way synthetic turf 
systems drain. ProGreen has patented an 
exclusive backing system that is four 
times more permeable and changes our 
industry’s standards.  The rapid 
flow-through provides more playable 
surfaces and washes pet wastes through 
quickly helping to eliminate smells and 
waste faster than nature.  Commercial 
projects enjoy a proven drainage system 
that satisfies architect and engineering 
requirements. .

No other turf company can offer you 
this beneficial new technology, because 
we invented it. To find out more about 
this special new feature, contact your 
sales representative or info@pro-
green.com.

“ProFlow gives me
the confidence that

I have the best product
on the market.

My dogs love my new yard
and life is just easier knowing

I chose the right installer”



• Superior drainage (4x industry standard)

• Weeds won’t grow through weep holes

• Dimensional stability is enhanced

• Fiber retention is increased with coating process

• Exclusively available through ProGreen

• Patent Pending
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PROFLOW TEST RESULTS:
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>53.0” / HR

>9 LBS / FORCE

>104.6” / HR

>12.5 LBS / FORCE

ProFlow™ Coating 
Water Flows Right Through
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Standard Urethane Coating
With Perforated Drainage Holes

The secret to ProFlow is a one of a kind technology that flushes,

rather than percolates water.  Artificial turf projects are construct-
ed to provide better drainage than natural grass; we believe in 
professional results and developed a product line that changed the 
game.  Architects can freely create with the confidence that our 
systems evacuate water at four times the industry standard.

Manufactured exclusively in the United States means that we 
drive standards and uphold consistency delivering not only best in 
class artificial turf but significant peace of mind. From resins to 
fibers ProGreen controls every aspect of production domestically.  
ProFlow keeps life simpler with dryer feet and dryer paws, ask 
for it by name.

PROFLOW BACKING FEATURES:


